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HELLO ALL (The Group of 3,707+ and growing):

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. That motivation should naturally flow from the fact
that Alberta’s energy business is the most important driver of the Canadian
economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every
Canadian.
WHAT IS WORLD CLIMATE POLICY ALL ABOUT?
Let me ask our readers four simple questions (and I will give you my answers)
and you will quickly understand what the UN's climate Policy is all about!
Q 1: What is the antithesis of Socialism?
A 1: Capitalism
Q 2: What commodity is vital to fuel Capitalism?
A 2: Fossil fuel energy
Q 3: How can Socialism destroy Capitalism?
A 3: Shut down fossil fuel usage in free-market capitalist societies by either
ELIMINATING it or making it UNAFFORDABLE!!
Q 4: What is happening now in Canada?
A 4: "ECO" groups are succeeding in getting EVERY new major fossil fuel
related project in Canada SHUT DOWN!
"ECO" groups in Canada now oppose EVERY new fossil fuel related project,
whether it is a new oil sands project, the twinning of the TransMountain
pipeline, the Energy East pipeline, the Keystone XL pipeline, the Enbridge
Northern Gateway pipeline and now LNG Canada and Coastal Gas Link.
In FACT, LAST November Vivian Krause was telling people that she had been
worried that Coastal GasLink and LNG Canada would end up in the same
pickle as Kinder Morgan's the TMX pipeline. Now it is happening two years
ahead of when she thought it would!! Litigation!!
https://twitter.com/FairQuestions

Who are some of the key "environmental" groups leading the charge in Canada
in opposition to these fossil fuel related projects? Groups such as Tides
Canada, the Pembina Institute, the Sierra Club Canada and the World Wildlife
Fund - Canada, each of which backed "The Tar Sands Campaign".
And who are the key federal bureaucratic policy makers working for Prime
Minister Trudeau, Environment and Climate Change Minister McKenna and
other key federal cabinet ministers? FORMER SENIOR EXECUTIVES of
Tides Canada, the Pembina Institute, the Sierra Club Canada Foundation
and the World Wildlife Fund - Canada!!! No wonder we cannot get a pipeline
built!!
Whatever happened to the days not so long ago when true
"environmental" groups proposed helpful changes to projects to help
them meet "best industry practices"? Those days are long gone!
U.N. OFFICIALS ADMIT GLOBAL WARMING AGENDA IS REALLY
DESTROYING CAPITALISM - HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT
A shocking statement was made by United Nations oﬃcial Christiana
Figueres at a news conference in Brussels. Figueres admitted that the
Global Warming conspiracy set by the U.N.’s Framework Convention on
Climate Change, of which she is the executive secretary, has a goal not of
saving the world from ecological calamity, but to destroy capitalism. She said
very casually: “This is the first time in the history of mankind that we are
setting ourselves the task of intentionally, within a defined period of time,
to change the economic development model that has been reigning for at
least 150 years, since the Industrial Revolution.”
She even restated that goal ensuring it was not a mistake: “This is probably the
most diﬃcult task we have ever given ourselves, which is to intentionally
transform the economic development model for the first time in human
history.” PURE AND SIMPLE: THIS IS SOCIALISM - THE REDISTRIBUTION
OF WEALTH!
https://www.unric.org/en/latest-un-buzz/29623-figueres-first-time-the-worldeconomy-is-transformed-intentionally
Here is further evidence of this global fraud. "While the global warming

Here is further evidence of this global fraud. "While the global warming
alarmists have done a good job of spreading fright, they haven't been so good
at hiding their real motivation. Yet another one has slipped up and revealed the
catalyst driving the climate scare.
We have been told now for almost three decades that man has to change his
ways or his fossil-fuel emissions will scorch Earth with catastrophic warming.
Scientists, politicians and activists have maintained the narrative that their
concern is only about caring for our planet and its inhabitants. But this is
simply not true. The narrative is a ruse. They are after something entirely
diﬀerent.
If they were honest, the climate alarmists would admit that they are not
working feverishly to hold down global temperatures -- they would
acknowledge that they are instead consumed with the goal of holding down
capitalism and establishing a global welfare state.
Have doubts? Then listen to the words of former United Nations climate oﬃcial
Ottmar Edenhofer: "One has to free oneself from the illusion that
international climate policy is environmental policy. This has almost
nothing to do with the environmental policy anymore, with problems such
as deforestation or the ozone hole" said Edenhofer, who co-chaired the
U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change working group on
Mitigation of Climate Change from 2008 to 2015.
So what is the goal of environmental policy? "We redistribute de facto the
world's wealth by climate policy" said Edenhofer.
For those who want to believe that maybe Edenhofer just misspoke and
doesn't really mean that, consider that a little more than five years ago he also
said that "the next world climate summit in Cancun is actually an economy
summit during which the distribution of the world's resources will be
negotiated."
Edenhofer's comments are consistent with other alarmists who have spilled
the movement's dirty secret, such as Christiana Figueres, executive secretary
of U.N.'s Framework Convention on Climate Change, referred to above.
The plan is to allow Third World countries to emit as much carbon dioxide as
they wish -- because, as Edenhofer said, "in order to get rich one has to burn

they wish -- because, as Edenhofer said, "in order to get rich one has to burn
coal, oil or gas" -- while at the same time restricting emissions in advanced
nations. This will, of course, choke economic growth in developed nations,
but they deserve that fate as they "have basically expropriated the atmosphere
of the world community," he said. The fanaticism runs so deep that one
professor has even suggested that we need to plunge ourselves into a
depression to fight global warming.
Perhaps Naomi Klein summed up best what the warming the fuss is all about
in her book "This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate."
"What if global warming isn't only a crisis?" Klein asks in a preview of a
documentary inspired by her book. "What if it's the best chance we're ever
going to get to build a better world?"
In her mind, the world has to "change, or be changed" because an
"economic system" - meaning free-market capitalism - has caused
environmental "wreckage."
This is how the global warming alarmist community thinks. It wants to frighten,
intimidate and then assume command. It needs a "crisis" to take advantage of
and to menace the people, so that they will beg for protection from the
imaginary threat. The alarmists' "better world" is one in which they rule a
global welfare state. They've admitted this themselves.
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/another-climate-alarmist-admitsreal-motive-behind-warming-scare/
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION (LOTS TODAY)
From a Reader (forty years in the coal and oil sands industries): “Right
now, Alberta is very near an electrical supply crisis. We fired up unit 4 at
Sundance, first time at full capacity in nearly a year and the wind is hardly
blowing, 251 megs out of 1445. We are buying 752 megs of power from
Saskatchewan, Montana and BC. It is -27c and it is Sunday so our load is
about 1,000 megs below where it will be tomorrow.
Politicians keep lying to people about all the job creation for green energy,
never discussing that is nothing but name plate energy, not actual production,
and never reporting that wind power must be 100% backed up. The cost to

consumers is enormous and if politicians continue down this road to where
people freeze, class action lawsuits will ruin this substantially diminished
province. Inform the people of the lie and stop the waste.
I am ashamed to be a Canadian. Standup for the people, sir.”
From a Reader (father and grandfather): "“I am a strong supporter of gas
and oil and as confused and frustrated with the present political situation as I
believe most Albertans are. My family and friends have earned their living in the
gas and oil industry. I am a proud Albertan, however no longer a proud
Canadian.
I was having dinner with my family last Sunday. The conversation turned to
pipelines. My granddaughter of 10 years spoke up to inform us that pipelines
were bad for the environment. She was literally overflowing with information.
Mouth wide open, I listened as she advised us how pipelines damage the
environment; how they kill all sorts of birds and other wildlife and ultimately
how we cannot allow them to be built. I asked her where she learned this
information. “From my Teacher” she said! The adults around the table
commented and asked questions until we realized that we were essentially
“beating up” a 10 year old.
During the entire conversation her older sister (our 12 year old granddaughter)
just listened. Suddenly, she politely said: “I would like to speak”. We let her
have the floor and the wisest words that we have heard in a long time were
spoken. As best I recall, she said: “I don’t know enough about pipelines to say
if they are good or bad; but, what I do know is that my country Canada is no
longer a nation. I hear talk about separation and everyone is taking sides and
getting so upset with each other. Is Mr. Trudeau not our leader? Is it not his job
to unite Canada? He just isn’t doing his job. Shouldn’t he be fired.” After a few
moments of silence, we suggested she run for class president.
The reason I want to share this is twofold. One, is my concern with teachers
indoctrinating young impressionable minds with a one-sided point of
view. The topic is an excellent current event if handled correctly; however,
both sides need to be presented. This did not occur. Parents, please have a
conversation with your children and find out what they are learning at school.
My second point is I don’t think my 12 year old granddaughter should run for
class president. I believe she should be our Prime Minister. She appears to

have more logic and understanding of the current situation than Mr.
Trudeau will ever have; plus, she is much cuter. Albertan’s need to start
saying “No More”. Where do we start? This letter is my beginning.”
From a Reader: “This bullshit can be deciphered succinctly as follows: There
is no climate "CRISIS." To claim that mankind can change the weather is
absurd. Following the lead of Al Gore, climatology's Phineas T. Barnum, envirofascists have seized on the "climate hysteria" issue to advance an ideological
agenda under cover of a momentous moral crusade. They have deceitfully
politicized science for selfish political gain. CO2 is plant food; we could use a
hell of a lot more of it. Twenty times more people die from cold than from heat;
we could use a hell of a lot more global warming.
There never was a "CONSENSUS." Any so-called "consensus" was
manufactured by manipulating statistics from erroneous computer models.
Thousands of accredited scientists dispute the findings of the IPCC. Lastly,
look up "CLIMATEGATE," Climate Research Unit, University of East Anglia,
Great Britain; and John Cook, Australia. Oh, and it's impossible to be a climate
change "DENIER." It would be akin to telling someone he doesn't know he's
wearing shoes. That's how normal climate change is. To accuse someone of
being a "denier" is to insult him. So much for "deciphering" a problem that isn't
even a problem at all. What should really "scare" us is the extent to which the
climate HOAX has been embraced as REAL by our ruling elites. For them it's a
cynical ruse for growing government and raising taxes. They don't know it, but
in reality they are the new FLAT-EARTHERS. The Green New Deal activists are
the real SCIENCE DENIERS. Denounce them every chance you get.
From a Reader (in Ottawa): “This bullshit can be deciphered succinctly as
follows: There is no climate "CRISIS." To claim that mankind can change the
weather is absurd. Following the lead of Al Gore, climatology's Phineas T.
Barnum, enviro-fascists have seized on the "climate hysteria" issue to advance
an ideological agenda under cover of a momentous moral crusade. They have
deceitfully politicized science for selfish political gain. CO2 is plant food; we
could use a hell of a lot more of it. Twenty times more people die from cold
than from heat; we could use a hell of a lot more global warming.
There never was a "CONSENSUS." Any so-called "consensus" was
manufactured by manipulating statistics from erroneous computer models.
Thousands of accredited scientists dispute the findings of the IPCC. Lastly,
look up "CLIMATEGATE," Climate Research Unit, University of East Anglia,

look up "CLIMATEGATE," Climate Research Unit, University of East Anglia,
Great Britain; and John Cook, Australia. Oh, and it's impossible to be a climate
change "DENIER." It would be akin to telling someone he doesn't know he's
wearing shoes. That's how normal climate change is. To accuse someone of
being a "denier" is to insult him. So much for "deciphering" a problem that isn't
even a problem at all. What should really "scare" us is the extent to which the
climate HOAX has been embraced as REAL by our ruling elites. For them it's a
cynical ruse for growing government and raising taxes. They don't know it, but
in reality they are the new FLAT-EARTHERS. The Green New Deal activists are
the real SCIENCE DENIERS. Denounce them every chance you get."
From a Reader (in Ottawa): NEW ANGUS REID SURVEY: Hypothetical
'Western Canada Party' Would Win In The West. Great poll…but why is the
Western Canada Party not yet a reality? What is the west waiting for? And this
time, the West should not want in (the rallying call of the former Reform Party)
… but want the hell out of this Diseased Dominion of Canada. The exit of
western provinces from Canada would do all Canadians a great favour.
Quebec would take oﬀ without the over $11 billion in handouts from the ROC.
Ontario would have to go it alone and clean up its act or become another
hellhole like Detroit. The Maritimes would have to learn to become self-reliant
again when the pipeline of easy money is cut oﬀ. And a stake would be driven
through the heart of bilingualism, multiculturalism, the welfare state, the fake
AGW theory of climate change, Pierre Trudeau’s vaunted Charter of (few)
Rights and (decreasing) Freedoms, the propaganda CBC, and the Canada
Health (aka Sick) Act….to mention just a few. The mass invasion of totally
incompatible people that now costs Canadians ~$30 billion net each year
(more than is spent on health care and defence combined) would end abruptly
and those here illegally would be put on a big boat and sent back to their
homelands. And for the first time in a long time, there would be real
competition among provinces for talent, businesses, ideas and honest
workers. Let freedom reign…and bring on the Western Canada Party.”"
From a Reader (retired) “The luxury for us retirees is time. It occurs that our
next federal election is some 9 months away. That there is so much media
available and seven plus months to go, I pondered that perhaps (appealing to
our bible belt sensitivities) an ‘information’ billboard campaign could be in
order. The theme of the campaign is simple. The Seven Deadly Sins (Pride,
Greed, Lust, Envy, Gluttony, Anger and Sloth). Each month a new billboard
with a new sin emblazoned in bold type across it. Each sin featuring itemized

and specific failures committed by our PM (along with web site addresses for
clips and comments) to illustrate the sin. To be most eﬀective, the billboard
campaign needs to be complemented by a similar campaign on social media
so as to capture that HUGE group of followers who’ live’ in that highly
influential domain.”
From a Reader: “I believe the majority of Alberta citizens are so pissed oﬀ with
the Parliamentary system, which has for decades approved policies promoting
segregation, i.e., equalization, O.B., refusal of a triple E Senate, special status
for Quebec to name a few, voters simply voted for a change. Will this increase
movement for Western Separation? or Alberta and Saskatchewan separation?
Will changes happen with the N.D.P.? Will Canadians ask question about the
increasing the national debt? Maybe it is time for ALL CANADIAN VOTERS to
look at these questions?”
ADDITIONAL READING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. American Thinker: Alberta as the 51st State
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/01/alberta_our_51st_state.html
#.XFcdJmTnQ80.email
2. Jack Mintz: Canadians Have Taken Alberta for Granted. That’s
Dangerous for Us All
https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/jack-mintz-canadians-have-takenalberta-for-granted-thats-dangerous-for-us-all
3. Brett Wilson: Confederation: Why Would We Stay?
http://businessincalgary.com/february-2019/confederation-why-would-westay/
4. Stephen LeDrew - National Post - Meddling in the Justice System Could
be Trudeau's End
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/stephen-ledrew-meddling-in-the-justicesystem-could-be-trudeaus-end?video_autoplay=true
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you

inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me. Thank
you for ALL of your support and interest!
Bob
Robert J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
If you do not wish to receive our emails, please email me at
biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe". If you are an elected representative
of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral
obligation to hear constituent voices about our Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.
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